
Breakout WS 2: Going beyond HPLC: Coming to rapid consensus on 
science requirements for assessing phytoplankton composition from 
satellite imagery 
 
Detection of phytoplankton blooms of specific groups and species 
 
Discussion starter…. 



Some material from the IOCCG HAB WG draft monograph…. 
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The	Ecosystem	Perspec ve	
	
The	Margalef	mandala	is	a	common	way	of	
examining	algal	succession	by	characterising	
the	ecological	niche	in	which	different	
species	or	groups	are	most	likely	to	
proliferate.	
	
Many	harmful	algal	species	can	have	impact	
at	very	low	cell	concentra ons,	as	a	minor	
component	of	the	algal	assemblage,	or	as	
subsurface	blooms	with	no	bio-op cal	
surface	expression.	
	
Viewing	the	mandala	from	an	ocean	colour	
perspec ve,	it	is	clear	that	only	high	
nutrient-demand/biomass	blooms	are	likely	
to	be	directly	detectable	using	ocean	colour	
-	regardless	of	the	algorithm	type	or	
technique	used.	
	
Using	ocean	colour	as	one	component	of	a	
mul -parameter	ecosystem	classifica on	-	
effec vely	using	the	mandala	to	create	an	
earth	observa on	based	metric	-	will	
poten ally	allow	the	detec on	of	some	
other	bloom	types.	



…from the IOCCG HAB WG 
draft monograph…. 
 
Important to understand 
that phytoplankton 
biomass and the relative 
phytoplankton 
contribution to the IOP 
budget are critical to 
assessing second-order 
community-structure 
related effects on the 
spectral light field.... 
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The properties of the phytoplankton community that affect ocean colour…

In theory….
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…from the IOCCG HAB WG 
draft monograph…. 
 
...and that the relative 
contribution of 
phytoplankon IOPS is the 
key driver of the 
community related signal 
in the spectral 
reflectance… spectral 
backscatter in the green is 
of particular importance 
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scatter, which can include scatter by detrital matter, sediment, bacteria, and/or

bubbles. These quantities absorb and scatter incident light quite distinctly from

phytoplankton, and their subsequent optical interactions and resulting effect on the

bulk signal are highly complex.

Figure 3.2 The importance of the IOP budget: % contributions to the
absorption and backscattering signals, and Kd, with given nominal (constant)
adg and bbs contributions.

As biomass increases, the proportional contribution of phytoplankton to the

bulk IOPs increases (Figure 3.2), provided the non-algal contributions remain

approximately unchanged, or covary predictably. The absolute proportions depend

entirely on the non-algal IOPs, and this example is simply illustrative: the aim here

is to show the relative increases and decreases in the phytoplankton proportional

contribution asbiomassvaries, and highlight someof thespectral regionswhere these

changes are most evident. It follows that as biomass increases, the bulk Rrs signal

is increasingly dominated by phytoplankton, which provides better potential for a

robust inversion of the Rrs and, with a good phytoplankton IOP model, increased

potential for the retrieval of phytoplankton IOPs with confidence.

While the case 1/ case 2 distinction is a useful indicator, it is the IOP budget –

the proportional contributions of the various constituents to the bulk signal – which

determines how the water-leaving signal due to phytoplankton is ambiguated by



The quantitative hyperspectral vs mutispectral case is a complex 
one, requiring systematic evaluation over a wide range of water 
types, focusing on a matrix of co-varying target variables, using both 
multi-spectral and spectrally dense analyses. An example focusing on 
spectral resolution requirements  - how spectrally dense must the 
hyper be to offer quantitative advantage? Dekker et al 2018. 



EXTRA 
Selected case studies and sensitivity analyses reveal that phytoplankton spectral scattering is most 
useful and the least ambiguous driver of the PFT signal. Key findings are that: 
 
• there is the most sensitivity to size variability in phytoplankton backscatter (bbφ) in the 1–6 µm size 

range, 
 
• the backscattering-driven signal in the 520 to 570 nm region is the critical PFT identifier at 

marginal biomass, 
 
• while PFT information does appear at blue wavelengths, absorption-driven signals are 

compromised by ambiguity due to biomass and non-algal absorption. Low signal in the red, due 
primarily to absorption by water, inhibits PFT detection here. 

 
The study highlights the need to quantitatively understand the constraints imposed by phytoplankton 
biomass and the IOP budget on the assemblage-related signal. A proportional phytoplankton 
contribution of approximately 40% to the total bb appears to a reasonable minimum threshold in 
terms of yielding a detectable optical change in Rrs.  
 
The Fundamental Contribution of Phytoplankton Spectral Scattering to Ocean Colour: Implications for Satellite 
Detection of Phytoplankton Community Structure. L Lain, S Bernard, Applied Sciences 8 (12) 2018, 2681 


